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Abstract—Edge computing is a recent paradigm where net-
work nodes are placed close to the end users, at the edge
of the network. Efficient management of resources within this
configuration is crucial due to scarcity and geographical spread-
ing of edge resources. We begin by a brief description of the
edge paradigm, the most generic edge architecture, and the
terminology associated to it. Then, we propose and elaborate on
a preliminary taxonomy for edge resource management, together
with a substantial review of works in the area. Finally, we identify
some research challenges.

I. INTRODUCTION

Edge computing, a paradigm promoting network nodes
with computational and storage resources close to the devices
(mobile phones, sensors), at the edge of the current network,
promises a new communication era in which industry can meet
the rising performance needs of future applications.

Indeed, with a forecast of 8.9 billion mobile subscriptions
in the world by 2022, of which 90% will include mobile
broadband, coupled to an eightfold increase in mobile traffic
and 18.1 billion of Internet of Things (IoT) devices also
sending data [1], there will be a considerable strain put on the
network. The current network technologies need to undergo a
paradigm shift in order to respond to that [2]. The idea of edge
(or fog) computing is to avoid overwhelming the network up
to the cloud with data by, if possible, moving some computing
and data analysis closer to the users, to enable better scalability
[3].

Moving computing and storage to the edge of the network
has other benefits [3] such as reducing the latency and jitter
[4], which is especially important for real-time applications
such as self-driving cars. In addition, it enables more privacy
for the users by making it possible to keep private data at the
edge and to enforce privacy policies for the data sent to the
cloud (such as blurring sensitive info on a video [2]). Finally, it
makes the network more resilient by being able to still process
requests at the edge even if the central cloud is down.

In order to achieve this and to make edge computing a
reality and a success, there is a need for efficient resource
management at the edge. Indeed mobile devices or IoT de-
vices are resource-constrained devices, whereas the cloud has
almost unlimited but far away resources. Providing and/or
managing the resources at the edge will enable the end device
to spare resources (e.g. stored energy in batteries), speed
up computation and make it able to use resources it does
not possess. Moreover, keeping data close to where it was
generated enables better control, especially for privacy related

issues. Finally, being located close to the user, edge computing
makes it possible to increase the quality of provided services
through the use of profiling within a local context, without
compromising the privacy or having to handle a large number
of users. This is known as context adaptation.

Even though this is still an emerging research area, there is
a lot of work ongoing under different denominations (mobile
cloud computing [5], fog computing [6], edge computing
[3], mobile edge computing [7], mobile edge cloud [8], and
distributed cloud [9]). A common concept here is an inter-
mediate level between the device and the traditional cloud. It
is possible to find in the literature numerous surveys about
those paradigms in general [5], [10], [11], [12], [8] or specific
aspects of them such as security [7]. However, those most often
do not consider the resource aspect and the existing surveys
about resources either consider it at a high level [13], consider
only resource/service provisioning metrics [14] or focus on
offloading [15], [16], [17], i.e. executing a task in another
device than the requesting device, usually one having more
powerful computational capacities.

However, there are more areas in resource management
than just offloading and this paper aims at providing a brief
overview of the current work done in those areas, focusing
on work where the resources are at the edge or where the
resource management is performed at the edge. Therefore,
work considering direct interactions from a device to a cloud
[18] or from the cloud to the edge [19] are not considered.
This paper is a preliminary version of a larger survey on edge
computing with resource management as a focus [20].

In the remaining parts of this paper, we will explain the
terminology used in Section II, and then propose and describe
a taxonomy of resource management at the edge in Section III.
In Section IV we will discuss some research gaps and Section
V will conclude this paper.

II. TERMINOLOGY

Edge computing is an innovative area that brings together
previously separate parties such as telecommunication actors,
vehicle vendors, cloud providers, and actors from the Internet
domain (for example Google with the Google glasses). There-
fore, the terminology used in research work is varying and
still evolving. In this section, we present the relevant concepts
associated to edge computing which will be used in the rest
of the paper.

Following the development of the IoT, it is nowadays not
only computers or smartphones which can be connected to the



Fig. 1. Three-level architecture used in edge computing.

network, but a large variety of things such as cars, sensors,
or home appliances. In this paper, all those objects located at
the user end of the network, which are producing data or are
in need of cloud/edge resources will be called end devices.
Devices installed at the edge specifically for edge computing
purposes are called edge devices. Finally physical components
of the cloud are designed by the term cloud devices. Resources
which are managed are used to perform tasks, which can be
composed to provide a service to the user.

There is currently no standard architecture for edge com-
puting, although there exists industry and research initiatives
such as the Open Edge Computing1 community, and a Eu-
ropean Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) stan-
dardization group working on Multi-access Edge Computing2.
The generic architecture used for our review is a three-level
architecture as presented in Figure 1. In this architecture,
end devices (forming the first level, called the device level)
are connected to an edge device (located within the second
level, the edge level), which itself is connected to the rest
of the network, including the cloud (forming the third level,
the cloud level). The edge device usually has relatively high
computational power, though it remains less powerful than a
conventional datacenter used in the cloud computing paradigm.
In the literature, such edge devices are named for example
cloudlets[21], [22] or micro datacenters [23] and they can be
located for example in shops, companies or co-located with
the base stations of the telecom access network. Indeed, in
the ongoing work being done on what the fifth generation
(5G) of telecommunication networks will look like, a cloud
radio access network (C-RAN) is envisaged [24], [25], with
possible interwork with other edge computing areas such as
mobile cloud computing [26].

III. TAXONOMY OF EDGE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

In this section, we present the core elements of a taxonomy
of resource management at the edge with the aim to get an
overview of research in this area. This taxonomy, illustrated in

1http://openedgecomputing.org/
2http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/
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Figure 2, presents three main aspects: resource type, objective
of resource management, and resource use. In the coming
subsections, we will describe the different parts of the taxon-
omy, and how they have been addressed in existing work. The
full survey [20] substantially extends this taxonomy (which is
avoided here due to space restrictions).

A. Resource type

The first aspect of resource management at the edge is
the identification of the resources being managed. From the
surveyed works, resources can be classified into two main
types: physical and virtual.

1) Physical: The majority of the surveyed articles consider
the management of physical resources. Commonly considered
resources are computational or storage resources (such as
CPU), needed to execute the task. Other common resources
are communication resources, such as bandwidth or spectrum,
since edge or end devices are not isolated. For example, Liu
et al [27] consider mostly wireless bandwidth and computing
resource when deciding to handle a request at the edge or the
cloud level.

Other works consider the storage resources that can be
needed for applications with more data. Confais et al. [28]
present how a storage service can be provided for fog/edge
infrastructure, based on the InterPlanetary file system and
scale-out network attached systems. The aim is to propose
a service similar to the Amazon Simple Storage Service
solution3 for the edge.

The next resource which is considered in the reviewed arti-
cles is energy. Efficient use of energy is important for two main
reasons. First, mobile devices (and especially smartphones)
are constrained by their limited battery life. Second, there is a
rising awareness about the need to use less energy and, when
possible, to use more green energy (i.e. renewable energy). Fan
et al. [29] thus present a virtual machine migration scheme
which aims at using as much green energy as possible in
the context of green edge devices (in this case, cloudlets)
networks. A comprehensive study of energy apportionment
policies in several computing and communication domains has
been presented by Vergara et al. [30] and has a natural bearing
on energy accounting and apportionment in the edge.

Finally, Yousaf et al. [25] emphasize the fact that different
resources should not be considered in isolation as there are
interactions between them. Thus, they describe and use the
concept of resource affinity in their scheme.

2) Virtual: The second resource type found in the literature
is virtual resources, classified into two categories.

First, virtual resources can be represented through the use
of virtual machines (VMs). This is the case of Gu et al. [31],
Tärneberg et al. [32], and Plachy et al. [33].

Another approach is to abstract the physical resources into
virtual resources and manage those instead. Works using this
approach define new units, e.g. Aazam et al. [23], who utilize
a Virtual Resource Value as the unit for resources, thereafter

3https://aws.amazon.com/fr/s3/



Fig. 2. A taxonomy of resource management at the edge.

mapped to physical resources according to the type of service
and current policies of the cloud service provider. In their
work, they provide examples on how the mapping could be
done.

Finally, the border between physical and virtual resources is
definitely not a strict one and several articles are considering
both of them. For example, Liu et al. [27] consider VMs at the
same time as physical resources such as wireless bandwidth
and computing resources, and Yousaf et al. [25] also mention
VMs when describing the concept of resource affinity.

B. Objective

The second main element presented in this taxonomy is
the objective of resource management. Indeed, resource man-
agement at the edge can be decomposed into several areas
addressing different problems. One research work can address
several of the areas.

1) Resource estimation: This is the ability to estimate
how much resource will be needed to complete a task, or
carry a load. This is important, especially for being able to
handle fluctuations in resource demand while maintaining a
good quality of service (QoS) for the user. Indeed, resources
at the edge can be mobile, and thus become unreachable,
which makes them not as reliable as resources in a datacenter.
Moreover, user mobility implies that there can be sudden
user churn, with the corresponding service needs having to
be handled by the edge.

In their work, Aazam et al. [23] argue that the fog can
estimate the future resource consumption so that resources can
be allocated in advance. They formulate an estimation of the
required resources which takes into account the reliability of
the customer, into what they call the relinquish probability. In
another article [34], they present the same idea but with an
emphasis on how different customers can be charged for the
service.

2) Resource allocation: The next area is to actually allocate
resources so that the task can be executed. This problem can
be tackled from different perspectives: where to allocate, when
to allocate, and how much to allocate. Different solutions
are provided in the surveyed work depending on how the
considered system looks like and which constraints it has.

Some works tackle all the three different perspectives, as the
work by Liu et al. [27]. It presents a multi-resource allocation
system which first decides whether the request should be
served or rejected, then where to run it (edge or cloud level),
and finally how much bandwidth and computing resources
should be allocated for this task. Their aim is to maximize
the benefits of the system while guaranteeing QoS for the
users. However, most of the surveyed works emphasize the
first perspective, i.e. where should the task be executed and
the resource allocated for the best possible execution. The
definition of best execution varies depending on the considered
system and the focus of the research.

Oueis [35] tackles the issue of load distribution and re-
source allocation in small cell clusters. She formulates a
joint computational and communication resource allocation
and optimization problem in a multi-user case with focus on
latency and power efficiency. Borylo et al. [36] investigate
dynamic resource provisioning. They present a policy in which
the edge can use the cloud in compliance with the latency
requirements of the edge but enables a better energy efficiency
by using resources in datacenters powered by green energy.

There is also research done in specific aspects of the edge.
For example Wang et al. [26] propose a joint cost-effective
resource allocation between the mobile cloud computing in-
frastructures and the cloud radio access network infrastructure.

Several researchers approach the resource allocation prob-
lem by studying where different virtual entities such as appli-
cations or VMs should be created and executed and how they
can be moved during execution if the new location is better.
For example, Tärneberg et al. [32] study application placement



and present a system model for mobile cloud network and an
application placement algorithm with the aim of guaranteeing
application performance, minimizing cost, and tackling the
resource asymmetry problem. Yousaf et al. [25] propose a
VM migration system that takes into account the relationship
between resource units when taking migration decisions. They
present this work in the context of 5G but it should be
applicable to all physical machines hosting VMs. Gu et al.
[31] and Plachy et al. [33] study VM placement. In the former,
it is done from a cost perspective (both VM deployment cost
and inter base station communication cost) in medical cyber
physical systems, while in the latter they include user mobility
predictions in their algorithm.

Finally, resource allocation can also be tackled from other
perspectives, such as creating a storage service for edge
applications [28] or as a part of creating an edge-based data
analytics scheme [37].

3) Resource sharing: Resources on end devices are hetero-
geneous and most of the time scarce, and edge devices also
have limited resources compared to cloud devices. Sharing
resources between devices or between end and edge devices
aims at tackling three different issues: not having the needed
resource in the device where the task is initiated, not having
enough of it or using other devices’ resources in order to get
a faster completion of the task.

However, even if resource sharing can bring benefits for a
group of end devices, it is not obvious that users will agree
to share their resources, especially if they are always on the
providing side. Therefore, there is a need to develop incentives
for resource sharing such as the work by Tang et al. [38].
They propose a double bidding mechanism for demander and
supplier of resource where the focus is on how to encourage
mobiles with resources to share them, taking into consideration
two cases: price-taking and price-anticipating users.

4) Resource optimization: Finally, a fourth objective pur-
sued in the surveyed works is to optimize the resources used
at the edge. This is usually a joint objective together with one
of the previously described objectives. Which aspect should
be optimized and the associated constraints varies among the
works but the four main aspects are latency, energy, com-
munication cost and financial cost. The way the optimization
problem is formulated and solved also varies.

One of the aims of edge computing being to decrease
latency compared to cloud solutions, Oueis [35] tackles the
issue of load distribution and resource allocation with the aim
of being both latency- and energy-efficient.

Energy is indeed an important aspect of computing at the
edge, and some works focus on optimizing with regards to this
aspect, for example by optimizing the use of green energy:
Do et al. [39] want to minimize the carbon footprint of video
streaming service and Fan et al. [29] want to optimize grid
consumption in order to use more green energy.

Finally, computing at the edge also has a communication
cost and a financial cost. For example, if some service provider
wants to use resources from the edge devices but is not
the owner of those devices, they will have to pay to use

the resources, in a similar way to what is done today with
cloud resources. This is tackled by Wang et al. [26] who
propose optimization with regards to expenditure cost for using
resources in a mobile cloud computing solution. Finally, Gu
et al. [31] and Arkian et al. [37] consider deployment cost as
well as communication cost between the different actors.

C. Resource use

The third main aspect considered in this article is the
purpose for which the resources will be used.

1) Functional properties: Indeed, in most of the surveyed
articles, resources are used in order to get the requested
service, i.e. for satisfying functional properties. For example,
resources can be used for video stream services [39] or crowd
sensing applications [37].

2) Non-functional properties: However, when using the
edge computing paradigm, you also can get desirable addi-
tional properties not directly related to the service to obtain,
as well as properties which are consequences of how the edge
is organized. All those properties will require additional work
to be performed.

For example, Fan et al. [29] consider the cost of VM
migration, where the migration is done in order to be more
energy-efficient. This is not part of providing the service but
is improving the way it is provided. Another non-functional
property is the fact that we can’t have devices sharing re-
sources without incentives. This is tackled by Tang et al. [38].

It is interesting to note that none of the surveyed papers
analysed the overhead of the mechanisms that provide the
properties enforced by edge computing and which are advo-
cated as good reasons to go towards this paradigm, such as
privacy [40] or context adaptation [41].

IV. DISCUSSION

Resource management at the edge is still a new area, and it
is possible to identify areas with research challenges that can
be taken care of by new researchers coming into this field.

From the surveyed works, it appears that edge computing is
a paradigm which brings together diverse domains and actors.
Therefore, techniques which were previously applied in only
one of those domains may be applicable to edge computing
with the required adaptations. Research has to be done in order
to provide those adaptations and evaluate if the techniques
are performing well within the edge paradigm. For example,
network function virtualization (NFV), which is studied in the
telecommunication domain [25] and seen as an enabler for 5G
networks [42], could be considered in other edge computing
areas as well. Software-defined networking [36], [43] and
techniques used in distributed cloud computing [9] are other
examples of those techniques.

When looking at the different objectives for resource man-
agement at the edge, we can notice that resource allocation
dominates most of the research work, whereas other areas such
as resource estimation or resource sharing are less researched.
However, they are very important in order to make computing
at the edge flexible and scalable. Regarding resource sharing,



it can be considered at each level (between end devices but
also between edge devices) but also across levels.

Another aspect which is important in order to evaluate the
proposed solution is the end device mobility. Indeed, a lot
of the scenarios considered for edge computing are large-
scale and with very mobile users. It is therefore essential
to have efficient and realistic mobility models reflecting the
end devices’ mobility in the case of edge computing. Due
to the large diversity of end devices which can be used
and their different characteristics, there is a need to have
different models according to different scenarios. Potentially
edge solution intended to serve networks of cars moving on a
road network will have different characteristics from an edge
solution intended to serve persons within a shopping mall.

Moreover, and as already mentioned by other researchers
[14], [44], more tools need to be developed to test the new
proposals in relevant conditions and preferably in realistic
setups. Indeed, the surveyed works are using different methods
for testing the contributions. The most common method used
to validate the model or algorithm proposed and/or to solve
the optimization problem formulated is the use of an analytical
tool (e.g. an optimisation engine). Quite a lot of papers do not
state the (solver) tool that they use, but when they do, Matlab4

is the most common one [33], sometimes associated with other
tools or APIs such as lp_solve5 [27] or CVX6 [26]. Other tools
mentioned are IBM CPLEX7 [29] and Gurobi8 [31].

Another common approach is to use a simulator. It can
be a simulator designed for regular cloud environments, such
as CloudSim [45] used by Aazam et al. [34], but there also
exists a dedicated simulator designed for fog computing, called
iFogSim [46], which extends CloudSim. Another simulator
used by Borylo et al. [36] is the OMNeT++9 simulator. Custom
simulators are also present among the platforms e.g. Tärneberg
et al. [32] implemented an event-driven simulator based on
SimPy10.

Finally, there are works that evaluate their approach us-
ing physical testbeds. Confais et al. [28] use the testbed
Grid’500011, which is a large-scale testbed focusing on parallel
and distributed computing. In the literature reviewed, we also
found Cumulus [47], a platform for computational offloading
at the edge proposed by Gedawy et al., and which represents
a testbed implementation. Lastly, Yousaf et al. [25] mentioned
that they plan to create a testbed in their future work. However,
most of the simulators or testbeds used in the edge computing
area are recent, so there is a need for more work on evaluating
them, improving them, and extending them. More specific
application domains may require completely new tools if the
current ones do not have the possibility to cover those domains

4https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
5http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/5.5/
6http://cvxr.com/cvx/
7http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/fr/ibmilogcpleoptistud
8http://www.gurobi.com/
9https://omnetpp.org/
10https://simpy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
11https://www.grid5000.fr/

as well.
Last but not least, we could observe that although there

is a lot of work about resource management for resources
which will be used to provide functional properties, there is
not a lot of work on the resource footprint of edge algorithms
dealing with aspects such as security, privacy or context
adaptation. Research about those aspects can be found for
the mobile cloud paradigm for example [48], [49], but they
consider scenarios where the edge level is absent. Since edge
computing cannot become widely used without strong security
and privacy properties, it is especially important to research
on the resource overhead for providing those properties, since
a too high overhead can signify a technology which is not
usable in practice.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we briefly presented the terminology asso-
ciated with resource management at the edge together with
a preliminary taxonomy and a short overview of some of
the research in the area. The work is currently extended
towards a major survey with additional taxonomy concepts
and classifications [20]. We briefly alluded to some important
findings and identified challenges which need to be researched
on.

In addition to finalising the major survey, in our own future
work, we plan to look deeper into the resource overhead of
non-functional properties in edge computing.
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